
The Big Picture Issues

There are many things wrong with the draft curriculum. Here, we’ve organized the issues around themes. We’ve strived to make this

document as accessible as possible. The Alberta government has created a terrible curriculum without thought for children's

learning.



It doesn’t teach how children learn

The problem… Why the draft curriculum fails…

It’s developmentally inappropriate. Brain development affects how children learn at different ages. As late as 8 years of
age, children are “concrete” thinkers and should be dealing with the here and now in
their learning. The brain matures and thinking changes, with truly “abstract” thought
developing at age 11 or older1.  In the draft, concepts and knowledge that should be
taught in higher grades (or even college and university) are pushed down to lower
grades.

Example: In the Social Studies Geography blueprint, Kindergarteners must “know”
the traditional territories of First Nations and Inuit people. This will involve using a
map of North America when a four or five-year-old’s first map experience should be
using a “map” to lay things out on a table according to a plan.

Example: Grade 5 Science  - “A computational artifact is anything created by a
human using a computer. An artifact can be, but is not limited to, a program, image,
audio, video, presentation, or web page file.” This is taken both from the draft for
Grade 5 and a college level course2 for computer science.



The problem… Why the draft curriculum fails…

There’s too much content to be learned,
memorized, and tested.

In the draft, all subjects, even ELAL and Math,  have a ”knowledge” column of facts or
terms and definitions to be memorized and tested. K-6 Science currently emphasizes
involving the students in constructions and doing experiments. The Draft
emphasizes memorization. Currently the Art and Music programs emphasize
actually making art or music while learning. The Draft emphasizes memorization of
facts and terms, and passive art or music “appreciation.”

Example: Phys Ed/Wellness - Kids will spend TWO TO FOUR TIMES the amount of
time memorizing terms and concepts than they will actually doing physical activity.

“Developing conceptual and procedural mathematical understanding takes time,
rushing to introduce concepts earlier does not allow for the time needed for students
to wrestle with ideas and pushes students towards relying on tricks to get through.”
-Dr. Marynowski, Assistant Dean, Undergraduate Programs at the University of
Lethbridge.

It doesn’t build on kids’ interests or
experience.

It doesn’t inspire lifelong learning or build strategies that promote learning.
Students will be frustrated and turned off school because of the amount of material
that they cannot make sense of, but must memorize, read or otherwise deal with.

Example: Grade 3 will be learning about “Canada’s electoral process.” Thankfully, in
the final version of ELAL, references to Homer, Cicero, Shakespeare and sonnets were
finally removed.



The problem… Why the draft curriculum fails…

It doesn’t account for different learning
styles or allow for modifications for
students who are challenged.

One student might learn one way, another will learn better a different way. The draft
assumes all children learn exactly the same way.

Example: ELAL - Does not address the best practices of different ways of learning to
read, write, speak,  and view.

Example: ELAL - Overemphasis on a rigid phonics program when some kids will need
to rely more on other strategies like figuring out an unknown word by reading the
words around it and considering what makes sense in the sentence.

Example: Overemphasis on solving math problems with a “standard algorithm,”
which doesn’t encourage the use of critical thinking and alternate strategies that may
make more sense.  Given 5000 - 4850 = ? You can line those two numbers up and
use a “standard algorithm” as specified in the draft curriculum, or you can stop and
look at the relationship between the numbers and solve it without ever putting pencil
to paper by counting up by 50s or just by thinking through the relationship between
the two numbers.



It doesn't prepare kids for success

The problem… Why the draft curriculum fails…

The future will require workers who are
adaptable, innovative, collaborative
problem-solvers.

By overemphasizing memorization of facts and standard algorithms, this curriculum
prepares drones, not critical thinkers and problem-solvers.

Apart from “coding,” which Minister LaGrange assures us can be done with paper and
pencil, there is little on computer skills or digital literacy.

The draft curriculum doesn’t prepare
kids for a world that will be very different
than it is now.

Curriculum can be in place for 10-30
years.

The draft curriculum is rooted in the past and doesn’t look to the future.

We know that students in the 21st Century will be expected to change and adapt to
many jobs many times throughout their lifetime, given how fast changing technology,
knowledge, and innovation is happening.

The emphasis on memorization and the removal of critical thinking activities has
many comparing this curriculum to the “factory model” where future factory workers
were taught “bare bones” skills and not much else.

Example: There is a lot of material that is very backwards looking where memorizing
random facts, in every subject and all grades, about (mostly ancient) European
history, art, music, writing and so on is given great importance. But we are not all of
white European descent and much of this material is not going to be useful for the
future. This is one reason critics say the draft is “Euro-Centric.”



It has wrong or harmful information

The problem… Why the draft curriculum fails…

It expects “quick recall” of basic facts. Research demonstrates that expecting ‘quick recall’ of basic facts at an early age
increases anxiety, which can spill into other aspects of a child’s life3. Just because a
child memorizes a fact, it doesn’t mean they understand what they are memorizing.

The Wellness curriculum will create a
generation of children ashamed of their
bodies.

It wrongly focuses on ideal body weight, size, and shape. This has been shown to
lead to eating disorders, body image problems, and severe health issues.

There are many errors and plagiarism. There are large amounts of errors, plagiarism, and unreliable sources (like Wikipedia)
in this draft.

Example: From a Grade 5 Social Studies Knowledge column, early version of the
Social Studies curriculum- “The Great Migration (1800–1850) and the arrival of eight
million immigrants from England, Scotland, and Ireland to British North America and
the American Thirteen Colonies.” But the population of Canada in 1851 was just
under 2.5 million.  There weren't 8 million migrants, there were 800 000. This is not
simply an “extra zeros” error because it was written out in words as “eight million.”

Example: There are multiple examples of plagiarism in the draft curriculum. One part
was copied from North Vancouver Recreation Centre4, other parts from Wikipedia.



It creates problems

The problem… Why the draft curriculum fails…

The curriculum will harm children. Because there is too much content, teachers will not be able to help all students,
many will fall behind trying to memorize all the new material. Parents will need to
spend hours after school helping kids memorize or understand concepts because
there is just too much to learn during the school day.

Children will become frustrated when their ways of learning are not addressed
and/or the concepts are too difficult for their developmental level, and they will feel
stupid and hate school.

The curriculum is racist and represents
various religions and cultures poorly.

Example: Indigenous peoples are shown only as living in the past. Examples of
Indigenous writing, knowledge, and culture are mentioned but without the
background to teach them. From ELAL grade 1, “Messages can be shared in a variety
of forms, including print, books, stories, pictures, poetry, plays, land”. “Land” here is
surely a reference to Indigenous culture, but what does this even mean? One inclusion in
Black history was a mother and schoolteacher of no historical significance. Her family
wanted her removed from the curriculum5. This is an example of tokenism.

Example: The entire draft is focussed almost exclusively on white peoples’
experiences.This is another reason the curriculum has been labeled “Euro-Centric.”
All subjects are affected by this, including Art and Music.



The problem… Why the draft curriculum fails…

Important topics have not been planned
out.

Example: World religions will now be taught in grade school. According to the
Blueprint, religions will be introduced in grade 2 and facts about them will be learned
in grade 5. This should be a matter of public debate. Do we want religions taught in
grade school in the public school system? If we include religion in grade school
wouldn’t we want to use carefully considered objective materials that promote
interfaith understanding, and not just a list of facts copied from Wikipedia or some
other random source?  In the original draft Social Studies curriculum, the
“knowledge” for Judaism included reference to the “Old Testament,” where the
comparable Jewish text is actually called “Tanakh” and it may not be exactly the
same. This kind of carelessness is counter-productive.

The curriculum documents are poorly
written and organized.

The documents will be difficult to use. The Knowledge and Skills & Procedures
sections are written in an inconsistent way. For example, what is in the “knowledge”
column may have nothing to do with what is in the “skills and procedures” column
next to it. In both the “knowledge” and “skills and procedures” columns, some
statements seem to address the student directly,  and others the teacher. Statements
are often phrases instead of whole sentences.There are no obvious “units” of study.
Everything seems haphazard.

There is no foreword, or other document, to tell teachers and parents how to
understand or use the curriculum, even though the format has never been seen
before.

What kids are supposed to learn is often
not arranged in the right order.

Example: Math Grade 1: Numbers to 100 but no place value instruction. Grade 2 -
numbers to 1000, and adding or subtracting two digit numbers within 100, but no
mention of place value until protest ensured it showed up in the final version of the
curriculum.  .



The draft curriculum just isn’t ready

The problem… Why the draft curriculum fails…

Experts don’t support the draft
curriculum.

English Language Arts: “Collectively, our Council membership does not support the
Alberta Draft Curriculum…This draft requires substantial revision. Students will suffer
if this is their language arts program of study.”  - The Northern Alberta Reading
Specialists’ Council, which is made up of 42 people, all of whom are experienced
classroom teachers and have at least a Master’s degree as well as expertise in
literacy.

Math: “We cannot perceive a simple remedy. On the contrary, in our assessment,
addressing the situation would require a complete rethinking of the proposed
curriculum.”  - Math Minds, at the University of Calgary, and several other
stakeholders, which collectively have academic expertise and teaching experience in
education.

PE & Wellness: “We would argue that the draft K-6 curriculum does not align with
current educational research in the field of physical and health education.” - Healthy
Schools Lab, a group made up of professors at the University of Alberta in the
Faculty of Education.
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